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DIAGRAMS SHOWING THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE WEBB SYSTEM OF COMPOUNDING LOCOMOTIVES.

Fig. 1. Trevithick’s Passenger Engine. Built 1846. Compound by F. W. Webb 1879.

Fig. 2. Webb’s Compound Engine. Built 1882.

Fig. 3. Beyer and Peacock’s Side Tank Engine. Compound by F. W. Webb, 1881.

Fig. 4. Webb’s Compound Engine. Built 1884.

Fig. 5. Webb’s Compound Side Tank Passenger Engine. Built 1885.

Fig. 6. Webb’s Compound Engine. Built 1897.

Fig. 7. Webb’s Compound Side Tank Passenger Engine. Built 1887.

Fig. 8. Webb’s Compound Engine, “Tucos.” Built 1889.

Fig. 9. Webb’s Compound Passenger Engine, “Greater Britain.” Built 1891.

Fig. 10. Webb’s Eight-Wheeled Compound Freight Engine. Built 1892.
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*The Gorilla and the Dove; Outlines of a Voyage without Discovery towards the Source of the Nile.* London: Day & Son, 1864.
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